
Manifesto  
for Play2016
Play is a fundamental right for children and is an essential part of every  
child’s development. But hardly a week goes by without a study suggesting  
that children and young people in Scotland don’t play out nearly enough. 

A recent survey for The Wildlife Trusts revealed that over a quarter of  
children aged 8-15 had never played outside by themselves – and over  
a third hadn’t done this in the past six months.

Freedom, independence and opportunity to play is restricted for many  
children and young people despite growing evidence of the long-term  
health benefits of playing, including boosting physical activity levels which 
helps to tackle child obesity, and supporting children to become more  
resilient. Play initiatives can benefit families and the wider community  
by encouraging neighbourliness and improved community spirit.

Scotland’s Play Council is calling for all political parties  
to further support and invest in children’s play because of 
the proven benefits to children, families and communities  
and pledge to make Scotland the best place to play.



In 2013, General Comment 17 on Article 31 of the  
United Nation Convention on the Rights of the Child  

(UNCRC) clarified governments’ obligations to ‘promote, 
protect and fulfil’ children’s right to play by means of

appropriate ‘legislation, planning and budgets’. 

“We want Scotland to be the best place to grow up.  
A nation which values play as a life-enhancing daily  

experience for all our children and young people;  
in their homes, early learning and childcare settings,  

schools and communities.”
Aileen Campbell, Minister for Children and Young People (2013)

(We).. “need to create time and space for children to 
engage in spontaneous play, recreation and creativity,  

and to promote societal attitudes that support and  
encourage such activity.”

UNCRC General Comment 17 

Scotland’s Play Council is calling on all politicians  
to make street play a priority by
 
•  Providing guidance on street play to Local Authorities to ensure  
 that children are able to play and feel welcome in their communities
 (eg interpretation of the Road Traffic Regulations Act to allow street  
 closures for play; removal of No Ball Games signs; giving children  
 and young people a role in Community Planning)

Scotland’s Play Council is calling on all politicians  
to protect informal play and recreational spaces by 

•  Ensuring play spaces are protected in the same way as playing  
 fields by establishing a statutory open spaces consultee that ensures 
 play sufficiency assessments are carried out before redesignating  
 established play spaces

Scotland’s Play Council is calling on all politicians  
to support the Play Strategy for Scotland by 

•  Promoting positive messages about the benefits of play to parents,  
 carers and cross-sector professionals whose work has an impact  
 on children and young people’s play opportunities (eg planning;  
 environment; transport)

•  Providing a dedicated play fund aimed at reducing inequalities  
 to support local play services and extend good practice.

I like to play anywhere there’s  
a big grassy bit... There’s a big 
grassy bit just outside my door 
and I’m very happy about that

I like to splash 
in puddles...
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To a child play is about having fun. To society it’s so  
much more. Children’s play is crucial to Scotland’s  
wellbeing, socially, economically and environmentally.

The importance of play in children and young people’s daily lives and to  
healthy development has become increasingly recognised in recent years.  
A growing body of evidence supports the view that playing, throughout  
childhood, is not only an innate behaviour but also contributes to quality  
of life, sense of wellbeing and is a key element in effective learning,  
thereby developing their physical, cognitive, emotional and social skills. 

“Investing in children’s play is one of the most  
important things we can do to improve children’s  

health and wellbeing in Scotland”  
Sir Harry Burns (Former Chief Medical Officer, Scotland)

 

Scotland’s Play Council is a national forum which has been formed to help  
build the capacity and voice of the play sector in Scotland. This initiative  
is supported by Scotland’s first national Play Strategy and Action Plan and  
is aimed at leaders who value, support and promote play across the children  
and young people’s sector.   

Play Scotland is the national play organisation which works to promote the  
importance of play for all children and young people. Play Scotland campaigns  
for improved and extended play opportunities in the community, and for  
all children and young people to have equal opportunities to participate  
in diverse and quality play experiences that meet their individual need. 
The organisation provides resources, guidance and training on the importance  
of play for all children and young people, and administers Scotland’s Play Council.

For more information contact:
Play Scotland Midlothian Innovation Centre,
Pentlandfield, Roslin EH25 9RE
Tel: 0131 440 0456
Email: cheriemorgan@playscotland.org
Web: www.playscotland.org
Company Number: 017885 Scottish Charity Number: SC029167

Playing makes me feel  
really happy, and feel like  
I can do anything I want


